This reconstruction approach can be extended into higher dimensions, whereby the random sampling in each 2-D image can be extended into: a sequence of tomographic projections (i.e. tilt images); a sequence of video frames (i.e. incorporating temporal resolution and dynamics); spectral resolution (i.e. energy filtering an image to see the distribution of elements); and ptychography (i.e. sampling a full diffraction image at each location in a 2-D grid across the sample). This approach has been employed experimentally for materials science samples requiring low-dose imaging [2] , and can be readily applied to biological samples. Figure 1 shows the resolution possible in a complex biological system, mouse pancreatic islet beta cells [4] , when tomogram slices are reconstructed using subsampling. Reducing the number of pixels (1/6 pix and 1/3*1/3) shows minimal degradation compared to the reconstructions using all pixels (all data and 1/3 tilt). Although subsampling 1/6 of the tilts (1/6 of overall dose) degrades the reconstruction to the point that the cellular structures cannot be identified. Using 1/3 of both the pixels and the tilts provides a high quality image at 1/9 the overall dose even for this most basic and rapid demonstration of the CS methods. Figure 2 demonstrates the theoretical tomogram reconstruction quality (vertical axis) as undersampling (horizontal axis) is increased; we examined subsampling pixels and tilt-angles individually and a combined approach in which both pixels and tilts are sub-sampled. Note that subsampling pixels maintains high quality reconstructions (solid lines).
Using the inpainting algorithm to obtain tomograms can automatically reduce the dose applied to the system by an order of magnitude. Perhaps the best way to understand the impact is to consider that by using inpainting (and with minimal hardware changes), a sample that can normally withstand a dose of ~10 e/Å 2 can potentially be imaged with an "equivalent quality" to a dose level of 10 3 e/Å 2 . To put this in perspective, this is approaching the dose level used for the most advanced images, in terms of spatial resolution, for inorganic systems. While there are issues for biological specimens beyond dose (structural complexity being the most important one), this sampling approach allows the methods that are traditionally used for materials science to be applied to biological systems [5] . Reducing the number of pixels (1/6 pix and 1/3*1/3) shows minimal degradation compared to full pixel reconstructions (all data and 1/3 tilt). Subsampling 1/6 of the tilts degrades the reconstruction so that the cellular structures cannot be identified, whereas equivalent pixel subsampling is comparable to using all of the data. 
